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ABSTRACT

This writing aimed to identify panopticism of normal body discourse to advertisement audiences. In addition, this study also aimed to identify the truth game of the normal body discourse in the media. There are some key concepts used as frameworks, particularly Michel Foucault's panopticism, discipline of bodies, power relations and discourse relations. It also used a framework of advertisement in critical perspectives and the philosophy of bodies to enrich the analysis. The paradigm of this writing was critical constructionism. This was a descriptive qualitative research and the data collection techniques were depth interviews with obese women based on BMI standards. This study identified Patriarchy Panopticism, a game of truth of normal body discourse, and the discourse of normal healthy body in media, especially in advertisement as the results. Patriarchy panopticism occurs when discourse and discipline resides invisibly, without coercion and productively maintain the discourse through self-surveillance. At the end, media is only a way to enlarge of Patriarchy Panopticism and used to perpetuate the ideology of patriarchy in the society.
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INTRODUCTION

This study departs from the reality of the differences between men and women in society, particularly associated with the body. There are some phenomena in society that shows that women pay more attention to their physical appearance than men. This community perspective and lead to differences in the treatment of community members who have a different appearance than is considered normal, one of which is fat. Obesity is often considered a social problem that leads to stereotypes, labeling, and discrimination. This discrimination arises because of the assumption that fat people are "not normal". And because it is a social problem, fatness is wrong. Hence, fat people must face of being labelled as “abnormal” people.

The discrimination and label to fat people as an abnormal has been related to their capability in society. Fat people often take the blame because of their body and assume of being lazy and self-careless (Watson, deBortali-Tregerthan & Frank, 1984). People also tend to judge fat people as self-spoiled and lazy. Meanwhile Brehm (1999) said the slim one seen as well-organised and disciplined person (Melliana, 2006). According to Orbach (1993), slimness is seen as a desirable attribute for women in prosperous Western cultures, and is associated with self-control, elegance, social attractiveness, and youth (Grogan, 1999).

Early research in physical attraction often took females as its subjects while male attractions were considering as uninteresting subjects to come up with. These kind of research showed bias as if women appearances were much more interesting and important to be discussed than men’s.

Appearance is the only accurate characteristic in predicting satisfaction degree for male and female, but significantly related to appearance accomplishment in women than men. It means beauty is much more significant in perception of femininity than masculinity (Melliana, 2006). Even though appearances take an important part for male and female, generally beauty is defined as a feminine attribute, and appearances' preoccupation is put as part of feminine stereotype.

Labels and stereotypes of fat people is actually can not be generalized, because it turns out there is a difference between the stereotypes of obese men and obese women. Fat women are the focus of this research. Society tend to increase demand on women’s appearance. It became a social-control form, which affect how a woman look at herself and how she's looked by others. Social background was the most influencing factor for women in looking of her appearances.

Dissatisfaction over body image has become a common thing for women and sparked concern over weight and dieting behavior. Emphasis assessment of physical appearance of women lies in the physical proportional, such as the size and shape of the body. Women
with ideal body, or slim, will be getting respect than overweight women. Women with a
body fat will be "eliminated". And it was not fun, cause women should strive to stay slim.
Mass media, such as commercials and advertisement, TV program, radio, and alike had
their own part on this issue. The images on media shows “slim” body type was very
dominating, and that positive social assumption is always associated with slimness. On
the contrary, negative social perception linked to obesity. Women are told that they can
be loved only if they are slim, due to the slimness equated with beauty and also sexually
desirable. It seems like there is apparently a “transparent link” between slimming body
and beauty and also a fact that slimming body was sexually wanted. Thus, the obese/fat
is equal with ugly and unerotic/unsensual, or unsexy (Melliana, 2006). To avoid this, the
rise of diet products that claim their products help women avoid obesity without having
an eating disorder. This needs to be campaigned extensively because obesity is something
that is considered "wrong".

Obesity as a "wrong" discourse becomes mainstream thinking and perpetuated by
academics, health practitioners and the media, and it needed a mechanism that will
powerfully keep the discourse in the society.

The main hypothesis of this study is that there is a panoptic discipline occurs in society
as a mechanism. The big issue lies on how panopticism on normal body discourse in
advertisement.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This study is based on Foucault frameworks on Truth Game, The Power, Knowledge and
Discourse, Discipline Body, and Panopticism itself. Thoughts on gender will also be used
as researchers saw that this would not be released from the dominant gender ideology
prevailing in a society.

Foucault’s works actually based on his study of truth. His biggest contribution which lied
on his study objects, such as mental institutions, clinic, or prisons, had converted the
focus of domination study from Marx’s and Marxian’s class analysis and economy based
(Beilharz, 2003). Foucault exchanged philosophy’s intention, not to discovering the real
truth (as Plato said, “philosophy is pursuing the truth by all means”) or inquiring the
relation between truth and things, but to perceive how discourse (philosophy and
science) of medical science, madness, prison or sex was shaped and appeared as the truth
(Foucault, 1997).

Foucault concerned on how power was applied in knowledge and truth and how the truth
was formed through practices in society. His interest of truth was not in abstract or
philosophy, but more to analyze what he called as the truth games or the games of truth
(Allan, 2006). The word “games” did not mean the truth we saw in history earlier as false
or only a language construction. Something defined as “false” when “true” had been assumed previously. Due to it, Foucault examined how the truth assumed. The truth mentioned in the truth games, includes rules, sources and practices in “the truth of human creation”.

Foucault used *counter history* as his method. He did not write about history, but spotting other option to see history. History usually seen as sequence of events that were assured as the truth. Foucault refused the proposition for the reason that there was a consequence as discontinuity in history presumed as raw material which had to be constructed, cut or even eliminated to create the continuity. In Foucault’s archaeology analysis, discontinuity should not be vanished, but explain clearly. Habermas pointed that Foucault concerned on discontinuity to end *global histography*, which conceptualize history as macro consciousness (showed up in concepts such as development, reconciliation, evolution, etc) (Hardiyanta, 2002).

It is common that *power* usually acknowledge as something possessed. In Foucault’s mind, power was not possessed, but practicing in dynamic and strategically connecting position field. Though power usually related to person, institution, or state, Foucault pointed the power strategy spread over (Berthens, 1996). It was not possessed, but being part of relations. There were three natures of a relation: *communicative, objective, and power*. *Communication* aimed to meaning production, *objective* means to control and transform, for instance; sains or economy, and *power practice*, Foucault defined as a group of acts to other acts which aim to control human’s act and subjectivity. Power stayed in those acts, not in one’s authority or social structure (Berthens, 1996).

Foucault mentioned that power strategy had not been negative, but positively spread over. Power strategy occurred in strategies, networks, mechanisms, techniques which made a decision normally accepted and established (Kritzman, 1988). It spread over and perpetualized by discourses. Power works through formations, rules, or regulation systems in human relationship. Every society knows several truth discourse strategies. Some discourses accepted and distributed as the truth. There are institutions pledging the difference between truth and untruth. There are regulations and procedures to have and distribute the truth (Berthens, 1996).

As mention earlier, power and truth were formed through practices in society. These practices created reality and behavior patterns produce knowledge region, rituals as unique truth. Practices created norms which reproduced and legitimated by teachers, social workers, doctors, judges, administrators, etc, which representing knowledge. So power appears in knowledge, but on the other hand knowledge also produced power. There is no knowledge without power and there is no power without knowledge (Setyadi, 2007).
The main point is Foucault defined power differently from earlier social giants. He made us see power in knowledge. In the discussion of power and knowledge, Marx mentioned about ideology and false consciousness. According to Weber, knowledge is used as power in bureaucratic society. In Foucault’s mind, power was invisible. It's found in truth and discourse, continuously appeared and occurred in body, mind and subjectivity (Allan, 2006).

Panopticism is offered by Foucault, using the analogy of Bentham’s prison. According to Foucault, panoptic system is a system in which power relations become total and not physical. Panoptic transformed into another form of supervision, is not accompanied by physical violence on the body. It is a hidden system as power goes, can not be owned, commonly accepted, and beyond recognition, except from the consequences, of the perceived supervision, examination and enforcement of discipline run. In ordinary term, panopticism is similar to self-surveillance. A self is disciplined their own body to obey the main discourse that is accepted as the truth in society. Based on these explanations, basically quite difficult to identify panopticisme in this research. To get a deeper understanding of the intended Foucault’s panopticism, then Foucault’s thinking about truth, power and knowledge are inseparable. It should be understood that in the perspective of Foucault, power is not possessed but rather scattered.

**METHOD**

The paradigm used was critical constructionism. The type of research in this study is descriptive. Descriptive research presents a picture of the specific details of a situation, social setting, or relationship. The goals of descriptive research are: provide an accurate profile of a group, describe a process, mechanism, or relationship, give a verbal or numerical picture, find information to stimulate new explanations, present basic background information or a context, create a set of categories or classify types, clarify a sequence, set of stages, or steps, document information that contradicts prior beliefs about a subject (Neuman, 1997). The data collection techniques were depth-interviews with obese women informants based on BMI standards as a benchmark.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

This study successfully identified several areas that appear in the game truth contestation in the public discourse of the body, among other things:

1. Discourse of the Normal Body is Healthy,
2. Discourse of the Normal Body is Social Normative, and
3. Discourse of the Normal Body is Fashionable.

How is Panopticism of Normal Body Discourse in advertisement?
Researchers found that the silver line of this study is essentially gender. Gender related to normal body discourse, when women feel normal appropriate to their gender, one is to have a body that is in the category of female normal body.

Normalization of the female body is believed to be the patriarchal domination of women through their body, so the body other than the eye pleasing men would be considered as rebellion. Therefore, patriarchy must work smoothly so as not to blame for the normal body discourse. The trick is to continuously blow this normal body discourse through institutions which perpetuate the values in the society. This is where the hegemony of patriarchal ideology play a role.

Researchers saw that the normalization of women, especially the shape of her body aimed to perpetuate gender inequality. It worked in the interaction and the practice of everyday life, the value of socialization in family and friends, as well as in media content. One of them works in gender stereotypes. Some say that being a female alone is abnormal in a patriarchal world, not to mention becoming obese women. Gender inequality eventually led to what is referred to as the gender hierarchy.

Panopticism is offered by Foucault, using the analogy of Bentham's prison. According to Foucault, panoptic system is a system in which power relations become total and not physical. Panoptic transformed into another form of supervision, is not accompanied by physical violence on the body. It is a hidden system as power goes, can not be owned, commonly accepted, and beyond recognition, except from the consequences, of the perceived supervision, examination and enforcement of discipline run. Based on these explanations, basically quite difficult to identify panopticism in this research.

To get a deeper understanding of the intended Foucault’s panopticism, then Foucault’s thinking about truth, power and knowledge are inseparable. It should be understood that in the perspective of Foucault, power is not possessed but rather scattered. In my understanding, the normal body discourse is the dominant discourse in society and it accepted as the truth. Therefore, when the normal body discourse, has been regarded as the truth, then comes a variety of mechanisms and institutions that serve to distinguish between right and wrong.

In this study, the institutions which is taking the role are family, school, friends and media. While the mechanism is found in variety of forms, such as ridicule, advice, prohibition, suggestion, discrimination, etc. Procedures found in this study also appeared in a variety of ways, such as body mass index calculation, the determination of the normal number of health indicators, such as the number of cholesterol, blood pressure, blood sugar, and others. Not only manifests on health knowledge, but also on knowledge of clothing, such as the size of the clothes that are considered normal, and the body is considered to be comfortable and fit with the view of "social eyes". This discourse, according to the findings of researchers, is accepted and circulated as true. True according to what? True
in accordance with the existing hegemony of patriarchal ideology. It means, the ideology of patriarchy then playing power strategy to be irreversible in the society.

Foucault also mentioned that knowledge relates to power. Researchers found that health knowledge is absolutely accepted as the truth by the informants. Health knowledge has been institutionalized as a power. Why? because health knowledge has forced individuals to do certain things. By using knowledge of health, then a nutritionist seems like having "power" to force informants to attend regularly and on a diet as suggested. Through this knowledge also, the power strategy played by the parents to govern their children to follow the rules of health practices, and others. This power, not to be negative, but productive. It does not work through oppression and repressive, but through normalization and regulation and are considered to be positive even by individuals themselves. Normalization is a power strategy. This research found that normalization of the body existed through the practices and the power strategies, especially the practices to follow the norms established to the body that is considered right by society. The symbol of this is the body weight.

This study found that ads have contributions to control people's behavior, so that the physical body is no longer required to follow the normal body's power, but also the mind, consciousness and the individual’s will. For example, some informants stated that they do not care about the normal body discourse, do not want to slim down and do not care about body fat. However, informants also maintained that she was aware that she was breaking the rules and feel guilty about it. It shows that the informants' consciousness and the mind has determined that normal body discourse is the truth, so when she becomes different, it's wrong. Another informant, for example, stated that because an ad featuring her idol, then she wanted to have the body and style as displayed by the models she adores. It shows that the thoughts and desires then helped set up the physical body to constantly be in the right corridor desired by patriarchal ideology.

This led to an awareness of Foucault's thoughts on the body discipline. The body discipline in practice related to panopticism, where in the panopticism appear on power relations of the normal body discourse. In this discussion, the researcher offers the concept of patriarchy panopticism, which means there are activities or a system to perpetuate patriarchal ideology. The parties who perform the panoptic role are institutions which participated to perpetuate the ideology.

By using this system, one time control over the normal body discourse is sufficiently done, but the effect is continuous. This is essentially intended for other things outside the body, but what happens is, the informants of this study actually given up due to body issues and real consequences. Thus, any informants’ experiences, which reminded them of the women's bodies normal discourse can be categorized as panopticism.
According to Foucault, panoptic system is a system in which power relations become total and not physical. Take for example one of the informants, was always remember about Impressions Body Care Center print ads that she saw when she was a teenager, about 10 to 15 years ago. The ad itself no longer can be explained in detail, but the normal body discourse was still remembered. She even still wanted to try and keep bringing that desire.

Several other informants, for example, remembered a piece of slimming product on TV commercial. Some of them could not name the product being advertised, but they clearly remember the ad and know that the scenes in the ad are a suggestion to keep the body in order to stay in the society desired condition as a normal body, the slim body. One informant said that when she remembered the advertisement scene, even though the ad is no longer visible in front of her eyes, she still felt guilty when eating food which is forbidden due to the needs of the body to be slim.

Other findings indicate that temporary advertisement display was able to be remembered by the informants, not the product, but on the issue. Ads that was just serves as a reminder, now serves more deeply, which is panoptic. This is what is referred to as panopticism. Advertisement is no longer just a reminder, but also master the individual to remain always remember and act in harmony with the public wants, which behave according to the rules of a normal body discourse.

This proves that although the presence of the display media about the normal body discourse is only temporary, the normal body discourse still haunts the informants. That means, when the informant be disciplined to follow the normal body discourse, then panopticism happen. From these explanations, it can be concluded that there is a power that is no longer physical, which then seemed to force it to stay abreast of and discipline in the normal women’s bodies discourse that have been established in the society.

CONCLUSION
The conclusion is, this study had successfully identified Patriarchy Panopticism, a game of truth of normal body discourse, and the normal and healthy body discourse in media, especially in advertisement. Patriarchy panopticism occurs when discourse and discipline resides invisibly, without coercion and productively maintain the discourse through self-surveillance. As a result, media is only a way to enlarge of Patriarchy Panopticism and used to perpetuate the ideology of patriarchy in the society.
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